
THE STRESS SYSTEM OF THE HIBERNO-LATINHENDECASYLLABLETHIS article, written in honour of Professor Brian �O Cu��v, is thethird in a series of studies that deal with the problem of stress ininsular rhythmical verse, and most particularly in Hiberno-Latin rhyth-mical verse.1 The essential problem posed in this programme of researchis whether it is possible to isolate what is characteristically `insular' {and more especially Irish-insular { from the surviving material of earlyrhythmical verse.2 These studies are based on the solid and universallyaccepted method of analyzing rhythmical verse developed by Dag Nor-berg in a series of books.3 The kernel of the Norbergian method can besummarized in the phrase imitation de la structure. This means thatthe structure of a line of quantitative verse was taken over into rhythmi-cal (non-quantitative) verse. Structure embraces four elements: (1) thenumber of a syllables in a line; (2) the type of line-ending, i.e. proparoxy-tone (`rising') or paroxytone (`falling'); (3) word-foot divisions; (4) stresspattern.4 With respect to the last, Norberg established conclusively thatit was not the ictus-pattern of the ancient model that was imitated, butrather its word-accent pattern. Norberg summarizes his method suc-cinctly with the following words:Nous avons formul�e le r�esultat de nos recherches de la mani�ere suiv-ante: on lisait les anciens vers quantitatifs en respectant les accentsordinaires commes s'ils avaient de la prose et en prenant garde auxcoupes et �a la r�epartitions des mots dans les vers, puis on imitaitl'image rythmique ainsi obtenue sans se soucier de la quantit�e.5Norberg was quite conscious of the tendency of insular (and particu-larly Irish) writers to imitate the quantitative structure di�erently from1See now my `The stress systems in Insular Latin octosyllabic verse', Cam-bridge Medieval Celtic Studies 15 (1988) 63{84; `Hibernolateinische und irischeVerskunst mit besonderer R�ucksicht auf den Siebensilber', Scriptoralia (T�ubingen),forthcoming.2I �rst formulated this problem in my `Hiberno-Latin philology: the state of thequestion' in M. W. Herren (ed.), Insular Latin studies: papers on Latin texts andmanuscripts of the British Isles 550{1066 (Toronto 1981) 1{22, p. 16.3La po�esie latine rythmique du haut moyen âge (Stockholm 1954); L'introduction�a la l'�etude de la versi�cation latine m�edi�evale (Uppsala 1958); Les vers latinsiambiques et trocha��ques au moyen âge et leurs r�epliques rythmiques (Stockholm1988). This last work was not available to me when I wrote my article on the insularoctosyllables (see note 1).4Norberg's concept of structure is expressed in his notation system, which I followin this paper. The hendecasyllabic line discussed here is expressed in the notation4p 7pp, i.e. four syllables ending in a paroxytone word or word-group, followed bya `caesura' (a metrical pause that might more accurately be designated by the termdiaeresis), then seven syllables ending in a proparoxytone word or word-group.5Norberg, Introduction, 186. For details of the method see ibid., 94{119.Celtica 21 c Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies 1990



224 michael w. herrencontinental writers. He devoted some discussion to insular peculiaritiesin the imitation of iambic dimeter in the Introduction,6 while in his latestwork he allotted a separate chapter to this topic.7 In general, Norbergregarded the insular compositions as examples of imitation partielle; insome instances, e.g. the octosyllabic poem `Altus prosator', he thoughtthat only the number of syllables was imitated.8In analyzing insular practice in composing eight- and seven-syllablerhythmical verse, I have come to somewhat di�erent conclusions fromthose of Norberg without diverging in any serious way from the methodhe established. In the case of octosyllabic verses such as one �nds inthe `Altus prosator', I argued that the poet retained the basic structureprovided by the metrical model, but favoured one of the three possibleword-stress patterns that occurs but rarely in the metrical model and isalso rare in the continental imitations thereof. As for the seven-syllableline, I think that it is highly doubtful that Irish poets employed a Latinmodel or models. I base this assertion on two factors: (1) problemssurrounding the transmission of a suitable metrical model to Ireland;(2) the irregularities that occur in extant Hiberno-Latin heptasyllabicpoetry. It seems likelier that this verse form was heavily inuenced byearly examples of a native Irish seven-syllable line. (Repetition of thearguments for these conclusions would require a great deal of space, soI must content myself with referring the reader to the publications citedabove.) What emerges is that each type of verse must be studied on itsown, as I hypothesized earlier.9In the present paper I should like to consider a third type ofverse, namely the rhythmical hendecasyllable, designated by Norbergas 4p 7pp.10 This unusual verse-type di�ers markedly from otherrhythmical hendecasyllabic verse types, which show a `caesura' afterthe �fth syllable in imitation of either the quantitative sapphic oralcaic verse,11 or else is divided after six syllables.12 The 4p 7ppappears to be a Hiberno-Latin innovation, with several examples dat-able to the seventh century.13 There are two continental examples of this6ibid., 125{6.7`Les d�ebuts dans la tradition insulaire' in Les vers latins iambiques, 42{7.8In his discussion of the poem `Altus prosator', ibid., 44.9CMCS 15 (1988) 84.10Introduction, 118. For the notation, see above, note 4.11See Norberg, Introduction, 95, 101, 104.12ibid., 98.13These are: (1) the Lorica of Laidcenn, ed. M. W. Herren, Hisperica Famina:II. Related poems (Toronto 1987) 76{93; (2) the so-called `Oratio Gildae', ed. B.Bischo�, Anecdota novissima (Stuttgart 1984) 154{61; (3) the `Kanon Evangelio-rum', ed. M. Esposito, `Hiberno-Latin manuscripts in the libraries of Switzerland',RIA Proc. 30 C (1912) 1{14, esp. 3{5; (4) a rhythmical paraphrase of the Car-men Paschale of Caelius Sedulius, ed. W. Meyer, Nachrichten von der k�oniglichenGesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu G�ottingen, phil.-hist. Kl. IV (1917) 594{6. Fora discussion of the relationship between these poems, see Herren, Hisperica FaminaII, 56{61.



stress system of hiberno-latin hendecasyllable 225verse-type, but they are almost certainly later than the Hiberno-Latinexamples.14Norberg, perhaps inuenced by Wilhelm Meyer, regarded the modelas an abbreviated form of a rhythmical septenarius (8p 7pp).15 In otherwords, the usual eight syllables of `falling rhythm' occurring before the`caesura' in the septenarius are reduced to four in the hendecasyllable.Despite my initial reluctance to accept this proposed model,16 I nowsee it as the most plausible Vorbild for our hendecasyllable. Certainlyno other Latin model comes easily to mind, nor does there appear tobe a question here of vernacular inuence. The transmission of thehypothesized Latin metrical model to Ireland is demonstrable.17But the matter does not end here. In discussing the `Oratio Gildae'Norberg notes the irregular line (verse 4):Qui natus est ex virgine Mariaand states:L'imitation de structure est seulement partielle dans le vers 4 : : :et dans quelques cas o�u la cadence �nale est paroxytone.18In my earlier explanation of the stress system of the Lorica of Laid-cenn, I believe that I was all too eager to overlook irregularities.19 More-over, I tended to assume that the poet either was ignorant of some wordaccents or simply was indi�erent to certain dissonances with the ictus-pattern. However, ignorance of word accent cannot be invoked to explainthe rhythm of an entire stanza such as we �nd at lines 19{22:Tum de��nde cet(e)ros agonithetaspatriarchas quattuor quater prophetasapostolos nauis Christi proretaset martyres omnes peto anthletas20Two-syllable rhyme joins the line-endings of each verse in the stanza.It is di�cult to believe that Laidcenn would ask his reader to distortthe accent of all four paroxytone words at the end of each line in orderto `regularize' the rhythm. It also seems unlikely that he was ignorant14Listed by Norberg, Introduction, 118 n. 1. These areAndecavis abbas esse dicitur,K. Sheckter (ed.), Poetae latini aevi Carolini [PLAC ] IV fasc. iii (Monumenta Ger-maniae Historica, Berlin 1896, repr. 1964) 591; Phoebo claro / nondum orto iubare,L. Traube (ed.), id. III (Berlin 1896, repr. 1964) 703. The last-named contains somewords in a Romance language.15ibid.; W. Meyer, `Die Verskunst der Iren in rythmischen lateinischen Gedichten',Gesammelte Abhandlungen zur mittellateinischen Rythmik 3 (Berlin 1936) 306{7.16Hisperica Famina II, 57.17Norberg, Introduction, 112{13.18ibid., 118 n. 1.19See the selective list of lines with regular rhythmgiven byme in Hisperica FaminaII, 57. The present study is intended as a modi�cation of the discussion of the theoryof stress patterns given in that work.20Hisperica Famina II, 78.



226 michael w. herrenof the correct stress in such familiar Christian Latin words as prophetasand a(n)thletas. In brief, it seems most natural to treat the entire stanzaas a case of rhyming paroxytone cadences.If one were provisionally to treat the post-caesura seven-syllablehemistichs as free-standing units (rather than simply as completionsto the `abbreviated' septenarius), one would note that all the lines showidentical rhythm (word-stress patterns):c�et(e)ros �agonith�etasqu�att�uor qu�ater proph�etasn�auis Chr��sti pror�etas�omnes p�eto anthl�etas.It is most instructive to compare the stress patterns of this `stanza'with those of a typical stanza from one of the earliest Hiberno-Latinheptasyllabic poems, `Versiculi Familiae Benchuir', where, instead ofthe rhyme scheme aaaa we �nd acbd. I cite stanza 2:N�avis n�umquam turb�ataQu�amvis �uctibus t�onsaN�upt���s qu�oque par�ataR�egis D�omino sp�onsa.21Quite similar to this example (but with a di�erent rhyme scheme again:abab) are the verses of Virgilius Maro Grammaticus (written probablyin Ireland, c.650):M�ea, m�ea Matr�ona,t�uum ampl�ector s�oman�obis �anima �unah�eret �atque arct�ura.22These examples help to explain the intrusion of paroxytone heptasyl-labic elements in the Lorica of Laidcenn. A close parallel to the parox-ytone lines in the Lorica occurs in the poem `Oratio Gildae' discussedby Norberg, (lines 9{10):N�e me c�aptent h�ostes �atque latr�onesN�eque f�ures n�eque m�undi pred�ones.23Thus despite the preponderence of proparoxytone rhyming cadences inboth Hiberno-Latin hendecasyllabic poems, we occasionally �nd parox-ytone rhyming cadences in the heptasyllabic portions. These hepta-syllabic portions exhibit a stress pattern s s s s s s s and the variant21C. Blume (ed.), Analecta Hymnica Medii Aevi LI (Leipzig 1908) 356.22L. Caruso and G. Polara (ed.), Virgilio Marone grammatico, epitomi ed epistole(Naples 1979) 26.23Bischo�, Anecdota novissima, 154{61.



stress system of hiberno-latin hendecasyllable 227s s s s s s s that is identical to the stress pattern in many lines of free-standing Hiberno-Latin heptasyllable. This fact seems to show thatwriters of the Hiberno-Latin hendecasyllable did not think consistentlyin terms of 4p 7pp, but rather in terms of 4p + 7pp or 7p, therebyrevealing the inuence of the `unstable' Hiberno-Latin heptasyllable onthe hendecasyllable. This latter is characterized by rhyming cadencesalternating between pp and p. Rhyming proparoxytone heptasyllablescould be mixed with rhyming paroxytone heptasyllables in the samestanza, as in the refrain of the Versiculi Familiae Benchuir with therhyme scheme acbd :B�enchuir b�ona regula,R�ecta �atque div��na,Str��cta, s�ancta, s�edula,S�umma, i�usta ac m��ra.24At this stage it might be worth while to compare our two survivingexamples of continental hendecasyllable (4p 7pp). The �rst stanza ofAndecavis abbas supplies the model for the remainder of the poem; therhythm is regular throughout and there are no deviations. Leaving asidethe refrain Eia eia eia laudes etc., the stanza reads as follows:Andecavis abbas esse diciturIlle nomen primi tenet hominum;Hunc fatentur vinum vellet bibereSuper omnes Andechavis homines.25Not only are all line-endings regularly proparoxytone (according to Nor-berg's model), the rhythm throughout the line is also regular, i.e. stressedand unstressed syllables alternate regularly and each line begins with`falling rhythm' and ends with `rising rhythm':�s s �s s �s s �s s �s s �s�Andec�avis �abas �esse d��cit�ur.Elision does not occur, and there is only one example of diaeresis: 4,2su�aviter. The same holds for the poem Phoebi claro. Again leaving asidethe refrain (here written in a romance dialect), all the lines are perfectlyregular. I cite the �rst stanza:Pho�ebi cl�aro n�ondum �orto i�ubar�eF�ert Aur�ora l�umen t�erris t�enu�eSp��cul�ator p��gris cl�amat `s�urgit�e'.26In stark contrast to these continental examples, the Hiberno-Latinexamples display irregularities of various sorts. I have attempted to24Blume, Analecta Hymnica LI, 356.25PLAC IV, 591.26PLAC III, 703 n.



228 michael w. herrenshow elsewhere that word separation at the `caesura', diaeresis, synize-sis, syncope and elision as well as end-rhyme and internal assonanceare characteristic of the Hiberno-Latin examples.27 Here I shall restrictcomment to matters a�ecting stress. In addition to the occurrence ofparoxytone (`non-pattern') lines in what should be a proparoxytone sys-tem, one notes variations within each system as well.28 Thus for theparoxytone lines we note an example of imitation des ictus in line 4 of`Oratio Gildae', with a resulting hemistich of rhythmical iambic dimeter(catalectic):Qui n�atus �est ex v��rgin�e Mar��a.29Similarly, there are variants in the proparoxytone lines. Compare Loricaof Laidcenn, line 30:�undiqu�e me def�ende pot�enti�aand line 50:c�ollo cl�emens ad�esto tut�amin��But it would be wrong to reach the conclusion, on the basis of suchvariations, that all is permitted, with the further conclusion that theonly principle of order is syllable count. Something altogether di�erentis at work here as in the heptasyllable, namely that regular stress issubordinate to the principle of repeated rhythm in lines joined by rhyme.This can apply to a group of four lines (a whole stanza), as we showed inthe discussion of lines 19{23, or to groups of two lines within a stanza.Observe the arrangement in Lorica, lines 51{4:51 D�e�nde �esto l�uric�a tut��ssim�a52 �erga m�embra �erga m�ea u��scer�a53 ut retr�udas a m�e inuis��bil�es54 s�udum cl�auos quos f��ngunt od��bil�esLines 51{2 agree not only in the rhythm of proparoxytone cadence, butshow identical rhythm throughout; thus:�s s �s s �s s �s s �s s s27Hisperica Famina II, 57{62.28In my analysis of insular octosyllables (CMCS 15 (1988) 63{84), I classi�ed thevariant structures obtainable from a metrical model into `basic pattern' (showingcomplete agreement of word-accent with the ictus-pattern of the model), `variant1' (where there is a single clash of accent and ictus at a non-crucial place in theline), and `variant 2' (where a second clash occurs, this time at the end of the �rstfoot, where it is particularly jarring). These categories might apply as well to seven-syllable insular verse or to verses containing a heptasyllabic element, if it could beshown that the insular verses were based on a Latin metrical model. However, asthis cannot be proven (indeed, I hold that the model must be rejected), I have notemployed the terminology in the present paper.29Indeed, the line, taken as a whole, yields a rhythmical iambic trimeter (catalec-tic); note the `rising' rhythm in the �rst hemistich.



stress system of hiberno-latin hendecasyllable 229In the next couplet it is important to observe that the rhythm shiftsmarkedly from the preceding couplet. This is achieved by placing thestress on the second syllable from the beginning of the heptasyllabichemistich { an `indentation', if you will. The rhythm obtained is:�s s �s s s �s s s �s s sThe selfsame shift of rhythm occurs between the two couplets in thefollowing stanza (lines 63{6):T�ege c�ambas s�urras f�emor�ali�ac�um gen�uclis p�oplites et g�enu�at�ege t�alos cum t��bis et c�alcib�uscr�ura p�edes plant�arum cum b�assib�us.Thus, in contrast to the continental examples, which show constantrhythm throughout, the Hiberno-Latin hendecasyllabic poems are char-acterized by rhythmic variety, which, as I have tried to show, is based onthe grouping of �nal stress patterns (cadences) and sometimes completestress patterns (lines) according to rhyme-scheme. However, it must beadmitted that problems remain. An instructive example occurs in lines21{4 of `Kanon Euangeliorum':21 Ecce sexto pari sonant clamore22 Natus Adam cum clamoso leone,23 Computata traditis pro munere24 Sacerdotum oppidis in honore.30From the standpoint of correct Latin word-stress, lines 21, 22 and 24are paroxytone, while line 23 is proparoxytone. The explanation admitsof three hypotheses: (1) the poet was indi�erent to word-stress and wascontent with a �xed syllable count; (2) he was ignorant of the correctstress of the four end words and thus took them all for proparoxytone;31(3) the poet meant to give clamore, leone, and honore their correctparoxytone values and was content to admit the irregularity of theproparoxytone munere in line 23. Of these three explanations, I shouldtend to favour number 3, if only because it is the most `rational'. Thehypothesis preserves correct word accent in all lines and allows for two-syllable `Irish end-rhyme' (or two-syllable end-assonance) in lines 21, 22and 24, resulting in the scheme abd. It may be signi�cant that line 23,the third line in the stanza, is `odd man out'. The reverse schema, pppp p pp, occurs four times in the De Mundi transitu, an Hiberno-Latinheptasyllabic poem of 21 stanzas.3230Esposito, RIA Proc. 30 C (1912) 4.31This is not so implausible in the cases of cl�am�ore and h�on�ore; the incorrect stressmay be accounted for by a false analogy to �arb�ore, with short o. However, it is quitedi�cult to explain l�e�one.32See the important study by M. J. McGann, `The distribution of cadences in theDe Mundi transitu of St. Columban',Archivum Latinitatis Medii Aevi 31/2{3 (1961)147{9, p. 148.



230 stress system of hiberno-latin hendecasyllableI end on somemethodological points. (1) To grasp the principle of therhythmical organization of individual lines in these and other Hiberno-Latin poems, it is important to remain �rmly Norbergian! Lines shouldalways be read according to established word accent, not according tosome �xed idea of verse-ictus; unstressed monosyllables and encliticsshould be left unstressed, except, of course, where a secondary verse-stress is possible. Irregularities and infelicities in certain lines of thesepoems may remain, but these can only be ascertained after the intendedcadences and their attendant rhyme-structure have been establishedwith some degree of probability. (2) Further progress in our understand-ing of the distribution of cadences in Hiberno-Latin poetry will dependupon a comprehensive study of Hiberno-Latin together with native Irishtheory of rhyme that embraces not only the permissible types of rhyme,but also their schemata in the stanzaic structure.Michael W. HerrenYork University, Ontario


